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FRobotics is in its 5th season, and is turning the proverbial corner -- no longer a rookie team, but still 
feeling young compared to other FIRST teams. We finally have a set of veteran students who have 
been on the team since its first years, who have seen and felt the FIRST impact, and have been 
empowered as student leaders to make the team about more than robots, to make it their own, and to 
make it loud.

2015 was the year that FRobotics grew up, no longer unsure of what to do next, and learning from our 
mistakes. Making changes and improvements after self introspection. Trying to leave our mark on the 
world. Wanting to be the best we can be. We had seen some successful teams, and we wanted to be one
of them. We started the process with self-discovery at an end-of-season formal debriefing; all students 
and mentors brainstormed ideas and made a cluster chart, yielding a powerful visual of our strengths 
and weaknesses. 

The next step was to make some changes. We attacked our weaknesses one by one. First off, we fired 
all the mentors. Well, not exactly “fired.” We thought our mentors were too involved, and we wanted 
to make a commitment to a 100% student-led team, where we ask our mentors for support and advice, 
but run things ourselves. One student said, “FRobotics makes me feel like I’m part of something that I 
can help to lead to success.” The mentors are still with us behind the scenes, teaching us what we need, 
and then sending us off to work while still scanning the horizons for looming issues. It took us five 
years to realize that in order to grow, we had to assume the leadership for ourselves. 

Rapid team growth was a good problem to have in our first four seasons, but because of it we had a 
haphazard communication strategy. A procedure was instilled for internal and external email, and a 
collaboratively-written weekly newsletter kept us informed. An app was used for intra-team chatter. All
communications are now archived. Furthermore, we uncovered the need for more record keeping. 
Build Team man-hours were already being collected, but the Outreach subteam added volunteer man-
hours to our data vault. One student stated that FRobotics “has influenced my way of thinking, acting 
and collaborating.” In order to work together as a team, we know now that we need mature 
communication and recordkeeping habits.

Rapid team growth also meant that we failed some students. In 2015, 66% of new member recruits who
originally showed interest failed to finish the season. The leadership team addressed the problem with a
very well-planned new hire training seminar. The off-site meeting was part social, part training, and 
part FIRST core value team building, and the result is that our Freshman team of 2016 is the most 



involved, motivated crop of new “hires” in our five-year history. We are currently sharing our strategy 
with other FIRST teams so they can implement their own versions of this very effective idea.

A confused decision-making chain of command, as well as only having four officers in charge of an 
overwhelming amount of effort, was addressed with a corporate-worthy management reorganization. 
We sought mentor support to create a management hierarchy that clearly defines decision-making and 
reporting lines of command. To the team members, they still operate on task-oriented subteams; each 
subteam reports to an officer and has a mentor associated to track goals and milestones, and remove 
any obstacles. The transition to this student-led board-of-directors organization has been rocky, but the 
payoff has been a build season that has run smoother than ever before with more communication 
between subteams. Tasks are delegated. Communication channels are clear. Progress is tracked on 
charts during daily update meetings. Like an adolescent trying to spread her wings, we have stumbled 
along the way. One member said, “You can learn more from failure than success,” and we will 
continue to evaluate our management structure as we move forward in the next season.

Once communications were efficient, and the reorg was in place, all subteam leaders were empowered 
to put their own training plans into effect. In previous years, well-meaning mentors provided training 
content for us, but it was often misdirected. Veteran team members knew what had to be taught, but 
took that knowledge with them when they graduated. We had to capture that by training the new 
underlings. As a result, the Wiring Team has a comprehensive procedures binder and they actively self-
mentor, with experienced students teaching the new ones. The Pneumatics Team emulated Wiring 
Team. The Programming Team held several summer camp-style programming retreats, including one 
that involved paintball, and this year was adamant about having a testbed robot; and for the first time 
ever, they are programming and driving a test robot before Week 5 Day 4. The Build Team led their 
safety orientation using veteran members as mentors, in lieu of adults. One student said that this is 
“Watch one, Do one, Teach one” in action.

We are particularly proud this year of our Marketing subteam, which is made up primarily of motivated
new recruits. We simplified the marketing collateral down to a one-page business plan summary. We 
have a well-defined Corporate Sponsorship Package, we held a telethon to reconnect with previous 
donors, and we have gotten very creative with in-kind donations that we can convert to much-needed 
cash. We are maintaining sponsor relationships, which we hope will pay off with repeated donations in 
years to come. Our mentors taught us how to write an “elevator pitch” about what we are doing, and we
were astounded when during our first big opportunity to present to the Chamber of Commerce, all of 
their own members went around the room giving their elevator pitches!  When our turn came, we 
surprised the adult crowd by standing and saying: “FIRST hooks students with a cool robot, but then 
proceeds to teach applicable life and leadership skills, in addition to the exposure to STEM.” One 
student later claimed that, “I learned more from public speaking in FRobotics than in any classroom.” 

The FIRST impact on our students is undeniably true when you look at our statistics: almost all are 
currently taking honors classes, and all plan to attend college. Of our 22 alumni, all in are college and 
90% have chosen a STEM major. Our first three 8th grade interns are now all active leaders in the club,
and this year we are courting two more. Two of our members are exchange students in Asia and 
Europe, and have participated remotely when they can. We have increased our female participation to 
be 30% of our team, but we know that we can do even better.



For our first few seasons, our outreach and community service was very standard; Elementary school 
science fairs, food drives, and the like. 2015 was the year we set out to be known in the community and
school district as STEM enthusiasts and resources. As a result, we reached a larger audience and put in 
more man-hours at volunteer STEM events in this season than in our previous three seasons combined. 
In the past year, we reached 2,630 people during 9 STEM outreach events, with team members 
contributing 357 man-hours toward them. Clearly our outreach team had found our groove--our 
specialty is teaching kids. At the elementary level, we taught a small group robotics history lesson and 
demoed our robot to every single fourth grader. At the middle school, we took over the teaching duties 
for an entire quarter, teaching ALICE programming in a literature class. At the local community 
library, we worked with a neighboring FIRST team to staff a “Computer Take-Apart Day” where we 
partnered with young students to discover the inner workings of laptop computers. We hope we created
some new makers that day! Perhaps the most important event we participated in was when the school 
board asked us to provide feedback on Computer Science teacher interviews, by listening to the 
candidate's’ demonstration lectures. We were honored and felt valued, and were happy to give up a 
summer day to do that. Starting an FLL team had been a key part of our plan since 2013, and in August
of 2015, four of our members along with one mentor founded FLL 16435 Control Freak.

FIRST teaches us to compete against the game, rather than the other teams. We have made some 
valuable friends on other FIRST teams in the Pittsburgh area through socials and through the Steel City
Robotics Alliance events. We have always had a very strong scouting team, and last year we used the 
SCRA forum to start a community discussion; as a result we will be collaborating with FRC Team 
2656 Quasics. We have had joint meetings to discuss rules, strategies and scouting, we will actually be 
sitting in the stands together, sharing scouting data so that both of our teams will benefit. We are very 
excited about the partnership, and are looking forward to seeing our combined results.

FIRST has taught us so many more things than just robots. This season has been a stellar year of both 
personal and team growth as we have turned the corner. In the next five years, we hope to reap the 
benefit of the many changes we have implemented. As one student said, “If you fail to plan, you plan to
fail.” FIRST Robotics has taught us to think and work like professionals, seeing the big picture, and 
then working together to achieve it. In the next five years we want to have sustainable sponsor 
relationships, diversify our membership by recruiting from our vo-tech, art, business, and female 
student populations, expand our FIRST impact by partnering with a sister school, expand our 
community service footprint, and to contribute back to the FIRST community by sharing our 
collaborative scouting plans and our new hire training initiative. We plan to be known as the club that 
does a lot more than just robots--and we want to make it loud!



Supporting Questions

Brie fly describe the impact of the FIRST program on team participants with special emphasis on 
the current season and the preceding 2-5 years.

95% of our participants are taking honors classes now and 70% are in or plan to take AP classes 
next year. 100% plan to attend college. When students join us as 8th grade interns, they have all 
had long-term retention and rose to leadership positions. All of our 22 alumni have attended 
college, and 90% of them have chosen a STEM major. 
When polled, our students said they are more likely to take STEM classes, and are more 
considering engineering as a college major. They value the leadership and public speaking 
experience.

Describe the impact of the FIRST program on your community with special emphasis on the 
current season and the preceding two to five years 

Our focus on STEM outreach focused on young students this year and included science fairs, 
Maker Faire and a Computer Take Apart Day. Whether we attend events or demonstrate our robot,
we always take the “teaching moment” to talk to the students about FIRST robotics, the uses of 
robots in industry, and about how empowering STEM and engineering projects can be. We 
reached 2630 people during 9 STEM outreach events, with team members contributing 357 man-
hours on them. These outreach statistics exceed last three years combined.

Team's innovative or creative method to spread the FIRST message 

When we discovered that 66% of our first year members did not return to FRobotics the next year,
we sought to remedy the situation. We held an off-site new hire training seminar, created by the 
of ficers and run by the veteran team members that included a social aspect, and a recreation of a 
past year’s kickoff day with game brainstorming. Most importantly, we pulled them into the 
FIRST fold, made them feel important and needed and empowered them to be helpful from day 
one. 

Describe examples of how your team members act as role models and inspire other FIRST team 
members to emulate.

Our team is completely student run and veteran members are the driving force. They set examples 
for new members through their leadership, focus and confidence. Student leaders not only 
complete their assigned duties, they must go above and beyond to keep the team functioning in 
full. Many tough decisions must be made, such and when to delegate tasks, and how to empower 
their fellow members. 



Describe the team's initiatives to help start or form other FRC teams 

We are currently planning to expand our educational outreach to an inner city charter school, 
where we will start with demos and collaborative STEM events, and hope to eventually grow it 
into another FIRST team. 

Describe the team's inititives to help start or form other FIRST teams (including Jr.FLL, FLL, & 
FTC) 

We started an FLL team by forging a relationship with the community library and reaching out to 
the STEM teachers in our elementary schools. FRobotics donated the practice table for FLL Team 
16435 Control Freak, and actively mentored them. Four of our team members took turns attending
every meeting, helping 16435 to understand the game rules, FIRST core values, and the recycling 
project. 

Describe the team's initiatives on assisting other FIRST teams (including Jr.FLL, FLL, FTC, & 
FRC) with progressing through the FIRST program 

By first forming friendships with neighboring teams, we discovered we had a lot in common. We 
invited others to socials and got to know them. Then we offered to share training sessions, and 
then began collaborating on scouting and game strategy with joint team meetings. We are proud to
announce a joint scouting effort between Quasics #2256 and FRobotics for the Stronghold Game.

Describe how your team works with other FIRST teams to serve as mentors to younger or less 
experienced FIRST teams (includes Jr.FLL, FLL, FTC, & FRC teams) 
(500 characters allowed, including spaces and punctuation)

Our FLL team decided to tackle the cooperative mission in the Trash Trek robot game; it yielded 
very few points, but the FLL team really wanted to see robots working together. Even though they
came in last in table points, they will tell you that their cooperative mission was the most 
rewarding to solve. We were happy to instill the FIRST attitude of coopertition into them.

Describe your Corporate/University Sponsors 

Our sponsors include: Wolf Consulting, Brooks Family Foundation, IQ inc., Hanne V Hollenbeck 
Dentistry, East Suburban Animal Hospital, Greg and Anne Vincent, Conti Testing Laboratories, 
Ark Manor, Family Floors LLC., Trimbur Insurance Agency, Village Pools and Spa, Wells Fargo,
Walker’s Pet HoTail, and Murrysville Auto Clinic.

Describe the strength of your partnership with your sponsors with special emphasis on the current 
season and the preceding two to five years 

As rookies, we were funded through large impersonal grants. This year we are primarily funded 
through corporate sponsorship from small businesses in our community. As such, we focus on 
relationship building with them via letters and emails. We invite them to the competition, and 
keep them updated with our results. They love to help; once we communicate our needs like 



practice space they always come through! One local company offered a team member a software 
programming internship.

Describe how your team would explain what FIRST is to someone who has never heard of it 
(500 characters allowed, including spaces and punctuation)

FIRST is an organization that is all about empowering the youth via STEM. Members 
participating in FIRST can expect to develop their communication and leadership skills, build 
confidence, learn more about engineering, and develop a passion for technology. FIRST teaches 
gracious professionalism by encouraging teams to work together to solve the game, much like 
we’d work as a team player in the business world.

Brie fly describe other matters of interest to the FIRST judges, if any 

• This year our team has several mentors who no longer have a student on the team, but the 
mentors have stayed. 

• Our team is very, VERY student-led as compared to many others. 

• We have big plans to MAKE IT LOUD


